MAYDAYS pop graduation festival
7TH OF MAY TO 6TH OF JUNE 2018
Graduating pop students create their own festival program with their bands & projects! Maydays festival showcases tomorrow’s best bands and music. A must-see experience in the heart of Amsterdam. If you are passionate about music or an industry professional these evenings are great hunting grounds for the search for new, exceptional talent.

MAY 7 - DIFFERENTZET
Lisa Ann Jans
Ferd. Rik van Dieren
Marco Hoelstelle
Feat. San Diller, The Meuwez Dance Band

MAY 8 - PARADISO NOORD
Lukas Hemminki
Kris Molenaar
Sven van Hoogstraten
Feat. La Loye, San Dollar, The Mauskovic Dance Band

MAY 9 - CINETOL
Darek Mercks
Django Tiemens
Eyal van der Reep
Feat. August, Maple, EUT

MAY 14 - MELKWEG
Jim Geurtjens
Ennio de Siena
Bart van der Elst
Feat. Indian Askin, EUT

MAY 15 - DESMET
Rogier van Roosmalen
Olivier de Jong
Jens Huigen
Feat. Lakshmi, Alaska Pollock

MAY 16 - PARADISO NOORD
Timon Persoon
Louise Lakema
Miko Hartusker
Feat. San Diller, The Visual

MAY 21 - SUGARFACTORY
Cees Terklaar
San Sneeperson
Albert Vroon
Feat. o.a. Dan August

MAY 23 - MELKWEG
Jesse Koch
Martin Scheppink
Javier den Leeuw
Feat. The Silverfaces, Dan August

MAY 30 - MELKWEG
Stijn van Dalen
Foris Bosma
Feat. Dan August

Pop Department
The Pop Department of the Conservatorium van Amsterdam has developed some of the most innovative music industry education currently available and offers full-time tuition in Guitar, Bass, Drums and Vocals, Music Production, Songwriting, Creative Sound Design, Music Business and more. It houses a Bachelor and Master programme. The school focuses on creating new adventurous compositions in popular music.

The faculty is varied. The staff are all actively engaged with the music industry. Musically or business-wise. As performing or composing artist in their own right, acousticians, engineers, managers or publishers, regularly touring with high-profile bands. Our students benefit directly from this wealth of experience and knowledge in the classroom and on stage.

The school provides practice facilities, personal tutoring, band coaching and also a wide range of clinics, showcases and gigs.

During their four-year Bachelor of Music at the Pop Department our students gain practical and intensive training, whilst gaining a comprehensive understanding of the music industry.

If you are serious about your music education then the Pop Department of the Conservatorium van Amsterdam is where you need to be!

The Pop Department of the Conservatorium van Amsterdam would like to invite everybody involved and anyone with a love for music to become our friend and keep up to date with our latest news.

facebook.com/cvapop
youtube.com/cvapop
instagram.com/cvapop
twitter.com/cvapop
Spotify list CVA POP 100
Consam.nl
OPEN DAY PO

Close to the Open Day of the Pop Department on Saturday, January 27th. All teachers and staff of the different departments will be on hand to answer all your questions. Get to know about the working methods, the curriculum and more. Have a look at the facilities.

Music and other workshops will be played throughout the day. The performance will give you a good impression of what you can expect as a student.

30 January
11 am – 4 pm

The MYSSTERIOUS JOLENE

NATIONTHE BLAAMS

THE SUITABLE MOTHERS

KITCHENETTE

DOKUKU

THE VISUAL

YASMINEN

THE BRAM.

JUNGLE BY NIGHT

AVI ON FIRE

BARTEK

IN THE CHAMER OF FIRE

MY BABY

SUE THE NIGHT

KENSINGTON

LUW TENUM

DAKOTA

THE FURY

OUR FESTIVALS

YOU’RE NOT FREESTYLE

Boy and second year students perform their creations on stage.

When? Three times a year.

ADVANCED STYLE LABS

Students choose a style to experiment with and show it in their final project.

When? Two times a year.

MAYDAYS

Kapjesweek continuity of the cream of the crop. Graduating pop students create their own musical program with their bands & projects.

Mainstage Festival showcases tomorrow’s best bands and music. A four hour experience.

POPPY

Master Students, in-depth interviews with key music questions from the masters. Accompanied by new bands and music trends.

OPEN DAY POP

COME TO THE OPEN DAY OF THE POP DEPARTMENT ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 27TH. ALL TEACHERS AND STAFF WILL BE ON HAND TO ANSWER ALL YOUR QUESTIONS. GET TO KNOW ABOUT THE WORKING METHODS, THE CURRICULUM AND MORE. HAVE A LOOK AT THE FACILITIES.

Bands and singer/songwriters will be there to tell you everything you want to know about us. Get to know about the teachers and staff and a lot of our students and alumni. Our students and alumni are noticed by the music industry. Here's a list of this year's relevant (showcase) festivals around the world and won quite a few awards. This is an impression of what you can expect as a student and alumni grasped the stage.

Come to the Open Day of the Pop Department on Saturday, January 27th. All teachers and staff of the different departments will be on hand to answer all your questions. Get to know about the working methods, the curriculum and more. Have a look at the facilities.

Bands and singer/songwriters will be there to tell you everything you want to know about us. Get to know about the teachers and staff and a lot of our students and alumni. Our students and alumni are noticed by the music industry. Here’s a list of this year’s relevant (showcase) festivals around the world and won quite a few awards. This is an impression of what you can expect as a student and alumni grasped the stage.

OUR STUDENTS AND ALUMNI PLAYED ON VARIOUS STAGES AND FESTIVALS ACROSS THE WORLD AND WERE NOTICED BY THE MUSIC INDUSTRY. HERE'S A LIST OF THIS YEAR'S RELEVANT (SHOWCASE) FESTIVALS AROUND THE WORLD AND WON QUITE A FEW AWARDS. THIS IS AN IMPRESSION OF WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT AS A STUDENT AND ALUMNI GRASPED THE STAGE.